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Abstract—As cloud computing has become prominent, the need
for searching cloud data has grown increasingly urgent. However,
cloud search may be incorrect due to errors of cloud providers and
attacks from other malicious tenants. Previous work on veriﬁable
computing returns results with probabilistically checkable proofs,
which targets at different applications other than search and requires
a large computation overhead.
We propose a hybrid approach for generating proofs of cloud
search results. Speciﬁcally, we model search indices as sets and
search operations as set intersections, and build proofs based on
RSA accumulators and aggregated membership and nonmembership
witnesses. Because generating witnesses for large sets is computationally expensive, we employ interval-based witnesses for fast proof
generation. To reduce proof size, our hybrid method uses Bloom
ﬁlters when set difference is large. Evaluation on real datasets shows
that our hybrid approach generates proofs in an average of 0.197s,
up to 83.2% faster than previous work with a smaller proof size.
Experiments also show our approach allows incremental updates with
constant cost.
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Fig. 1: The two-party search model. A data owner ﬁrst
outsources his data together with a veriﬁable index to a cloud.
Then the owner may ask the cloud to search his data. The
cloud returns results with proofs. All communication messages
between the owner and the cloud are signed, so that both of
them can convince third parties of the other party’s errors.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The paradigm shift of cloud computing has changed the
ways that people use IT systems. Increasingly, individuals and
organizations have stored their data in the cloud for higher
availability, larger storage, and lower cost. It is important
for cloud services to provide search for users’ data stored in
the cloud. However, cloud search may return incorrect results
due to software or hardware errors [1], misbehaving cloud
operators [2], or attacks from other tenants. The cloud may
also be economically motivated to only compute partial results
to save its computation resource and network bandwidth.
With the increasing usage of multiple devices, e.g., smart
phones and pads, users’ data may only be accessible from
cloud storage when switching devices. Additionally, because
of limited storage space on mobile devices, users often delete
local ﬁles after outsourcing data to save local storage space. As
a result, the device may keep no knowledge of the outsourced
data when a user asks the cloud to perform searches. This is
a challenging problem because the cloud must prove search
results are produced from valid input data. Additionally, the
cloud must quickly generate proofs of correct results for
online search. Because the cloud may be malicious to return
false results, the client should be able to efﬁciently verify
search results are correctly computed. Finally, the client may
dynamically update his data and the cloud needs to support
incremental changes.
This paper focuses on verifying cloud search and we design a veriﬁable index for fast proof generation. As shown
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in Figure 1, a data owner outsources his data as well as
veriﬁable index ﬁles. After the cloud acknowledges the receipt
of ﬁles, the owner may delete all local data stored in a spaceconstrained mobile device. The cloud is responsible for storing
data and performing keyword-based search for the owner. The
owner can quickly verify the correctness of search results with
proofs returned by the cloud. If there are any problems during
the search, both the cloud and the client may prove them to a
third party.
To verify the outsourced computation, previous work has
proposed a number of approaches, starting from the theoretic
work on interactive proofs [3] and probabilistically checkable
proofs (PCP) [4]. Recent work on veriﬁable computing [5]–
[9] has improved these protocols considerably, but generating
proofs is at least 105 times slower than the outsourced computation. Trusted computing [10]–[14] veriﬁes the integrity of
executables before their execution. However, attackers may
overwrite the executables in memory after they are checked,
but before execution. Consequently, the results could still be
incorrect. Finally, a number of previous studies have proposed
verifying query results from outsourced databases or data
structures [15]–[20]. Except [16], these approaches do not
support multi-keyword queries. [16] provided probabilistic
assurance for an executed batch of queries, not proof for
each individual query. In addition, the client needs to possess
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membership and non-membership witnesses [18]–[20]. Under
the strong RSA assumption [21], it is computationally infeasible to forge these witnesses. Let k be a security parameter.
Let l = k/2 − 2. Let Xk be the set of all primes in Z2l . Let
n = pq be a random modulus of length k, where p and q are
two safe primes of equal length.
Suppose the input set X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , x|X| } is a subset of
Xk and g is a random value in QRn , where QRn denotes the
|X|
set of quadratic residues modulus n. Let u = Πi=1 xi . Then
the set accumulator is:

segments of the queried data, which is often not the case for
the outsourced cloud search.
Different from generic PCP-based approaches for addressing these challenges, we model search indices as sets and
search operations as set intersections, which can be veriﬁed
more cheaply with collision-resistant RSA accumulators, aggregated (non)membership witnesses, and Bloom ﬁlters. Based
on the strong RSA assumption [21], a set of values can be
condensed into one short accumulator and each value has a
short witness. As a result, we can use the signed witness
values for verifying the cloud possesses the valid input data.
To verify the correct set intersection is performed, we extend
the previous (non)membership witness for a single value to
multiple values, and the security of this extension can be
proven under the strong RSA assumption.
Computing aggregated witnesses as proofs is computationally expensive and results in long delays for returning proofs to
clients. To address this problem, we have performed a number
of optimizations. First, we use an interval-based witness to
reduce the time for computing witnesses of large sets and
unknown search keywords. Second, to further reduce the proof
size, we introduce a hybrid scheme that combines aggregated
witnesses together with Bloom ﬁlters. Finally, we use an
ofﬂine pre-computing strategy and parallel execution to further
reduce online proof generation time.
We have implemented a prototype system and evaluated
its performance on two real world datasets. Our evaluation
demonstrates that our hybrid scheme is up to 83.2% faster
than previous work based on aggregated membership witness
and Bloom ﬁlters [22], and the proof size of our scheme
is smaller. Experimental results also show that our approach
support incremental updates of users’ data with a constant
cost. Our contributions include the hybrid design of set intersection proofs and practical optimizations for reducing proof
generation time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes how to verify set intersection results. Section III
presents the design of veriﬁed cloud search. Section IV
discusses the implementation of our prototype system. Section V evaluates the performance of our prototype. Section VI
summarizes related work. Finally, Section VII concludes with
future work.

c = g u mod n.

(1)

This accumulator has the property that any computationally
bounded adversary A that does not know φ(n) (the Euler
totient function), cannot use polynomial time algorithms to
ﬁnd another set of elements Y = X such that the accumulator
value for Y is also c. Otherwise, the adversary A breaks the
strong RSA assumption [21].
The membership witness for a value x in the set X is:
cx = g u/x mod n.

(2)

The witness can be veriﬁed by checking (cx )x = c mod n.
The nonmembership witness for a value x ∈ Xk \ X is a
value pair (a, d) [20], subject to:
ca = dx g(modn).

(3)

B. Aggregated Witness for Set Members
The above (non)membership witnesses can be extended for
multiple (non)members. As a result, a single witness can be
used to validate the (non)membership for multiple values.
1) Aggregated Membership Witness:  For a subset X  =
|X |
{xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xi|X  | } of X and v = Πk=1 xik , the witness cX 

of X ⊆ X is [22]:
cX  = g u/v mod n.

(4)
v

The witness can be veriﬁed by checking (cX  ) = c mod n.
2) Aggregated Nonmembership Witness: We extend the
non-membership witness to a set Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , y|Y | },
such that Y is a subset of Xk and Y ∩ X = ∅. Let
|Y |
v = Πi=1 yi . Because all elements in Y and X are prime
numbers, gcd(u, v) = 1. We can ﬁnd a value pair (a, d) such
that au + bv = 1 and d = g −b mod n. The nonmembership
witness for Y is (a, d). To validate the witness, one can verify
ca = dv g (modn).
The above equation holds because ca = g ua = g 1−bv =
g −bv g = dv g (modn).
Theorem 1: Under the strong RSA assumption, the above
construction of aggregated (non)membership witness is a
secure universal accumulator.
The security proof this theorem is similar to [20], [21] and
is omitted due to space constraint. Here “universal” means
that each possible value in the input domain has either a
membership or a nonmembership witness.

II. RSA ACCUMULATOR AND S ET I NTERSECTION
In this section, we ﬁrst describe RSA accumulators and
associated set membership and nonmembership witnesses,
as well as aggregated witnesses for multiple values. Based
on the aggregated witnesses, we construct the proof of set
intersections. Finally, dynamic changes of set members are
discussed.
A. RSA Accumulator and Membership Witness
Benaloh and de Mare [23] ﬁrst introduced the idea of oneway accumulators that condense a set of values into one
short accumulator. Our construction of the veriﬁable index is
based on a particular type of one-way accumulators, i.e., RSA
accumulator [18]. The RSA accumulator supports both set
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3) Usage: To use the above accumulators and aggregated
witnesses, we need a general solution to map arbitrary elements to prime numbers. Fortunately, the notion of prime
representatives [18], [24] gives such a solution, which can map
general k-bit elements to 3k-bit prime numbers (i.e., prime
representatives). In our search application, the data owner
makes the following information public for the cloud or a
third-party user:
• A random modulus n and a random number g ∈ QRn .
• The generator for prime representatives.
The data owner keeps p and q for efﬁcient computation
of modulus exponentiation. This is because the owner knows
p and q, which are relatively prime with g. Due to Euler’s
Theorem, which states that g φ(n) mod n = 1, we have g x mod
n = g x mod φ(n) mod n, where φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1).
The data owner also possesses the accumulated value c for
veriﬁcation. If a third-party user needs to verify witnesses
generated by the cloud, the user has to contact the owner to
obtain the accumulator c.
The above scheme assumes the owner stores accumulators.
If the owner is space constrained, he could adopt a different
scheme, where the owner digitally signs c and lets cloud
servers keep the signed c. Then the owner may remove his
local copy of the data. The cloud will return signed c along
with the results so that the owner or the third-party user may
ﬁrst verify c and then validate the correctness of the results
with c.

D. Updating Accumulator for Dynamic Set
Because one can dynamically add or delete elements from
a set, we need efﬁcient algorithms for updating accumulators.
Let a set of values X̂ = {xˆ1 , xˆ2 , . . . , xˆs } to be added to
the original set X with accumulator c. The new accumulator
ĉ can be computed as:
s

ĉ = cΠi=1 xˆi mod n.

(5)

On the other hand, if a subset X  = {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xis } of
X is deleted, the new accumulator ĉ is:
ĉ = c



(Πsj=1 x−1
i ) mod φ(n)
j

mod n.

(6)

III. D ESIGN
In this section, we ﬁrst present an overview of our approach.
Then we discuss the basic version of our veriﬁable index and
cloud search. Because the basic version has high time and
space costs, we perform several optimizations to reduce these
costs. Finally, we discuss result veriﬁcation.
A. Overview
We consider a two-party model as shown in Figure 1,
consisting of a data owner and a cloud instance. The data
owner ﬁrst builds inverted index for his data and computes
accumulators for the index, and then outsources all his data
to the cloud. After the cloud acknowledges the receipt of
ﬁles, the owner may delete his local copy of data, index,
and accumulators effectively keeping no knowledge about the
outsourced data. The cloud convinces the owner that it knows
the inverted index via signed index data and accumulator
values.
Our veriﬁable index allows the data owner to convince third
parties of the errors of the cloud. Conversely, the cloud may
disprove false accusations made by the data owner. To achieve
these security properties, we assume both the data owner and
the cloud have a secure public and private key pair and there
is a secure way of verifying public keys. Both the owner and
the cloud must sign their messages so that the other party may
present the signed messages to convince a third party.

C. Proof for Set Intersection Result
Based on the aggregated witnesses, we now discuss the
proof of set intersection results. When a client requests the
cloud to perform a set intersection operation of two sets, X1
and X2 . The cloud returns the result X = X1 ∩ X2 , together
with a correctness proof, which is a membership witness that
X is a subset of both X1 and X2 . The witness cannot be
forged and the client uses Equation 4 to verify that X is the
correct answer.
Using the correctness proof alone is not enough. This is
because the server can intentionally hide some information
and only return partial results. Thus, we need another integrity
proof to specify that the returned results X contains all
elements in the intersection of X1 and X2 . In other words,
we need attestations of X1 \ X does not contain any elements
of X2 . Such an integrity proof contains:
• the set of X1 \ X,
• an aggregated membership witness of X1 \ X belonging
to X1 ,
• and an aggregated witness of X1 \ X’s nonmembership
for X2 .
Both the aggregated membership witness and nonmembership witness consume constant space. The set X1 \ X contains
check elements for the intersection results.
1) Handling Multiple Sets: For intersections of multiple
sets X = X1 ∩ X2 ∩ . . . ∩ Xs , the accumulator-based integrity
proof can be extended to contain accumulated membership
witness of X1 \ X belonging to X1 , and multiple accumulated
nonmembership witnesses that elements in X1 \X do not occur
in one of X2 , X3 , . . . , Xs .

B. Basic Veriﬁable Index
Before outsourcing data to the cloud, the data owner ﬁrst
builds a veriﬁable index for his data. We model the veriﬁable
index as a map from a term ti to a set and two RSA
accumulators:
• Set (i.e., inverted index). The set in a veriﬁable index
corresponds to the traditional inverted index, where each
element in the set represents feature values of the term
in a document. Speciﬁcally, each set contains a number
of (docID, w) tuples, where docID denotes a document
ID and w denotes the weight of ti in the document. The
simplest weight can be a single TF or TF-IDF [25] value.
For better search results, w can also be a vector of feature
values [26]. In our settings, the data owner may freely
choose features to build into w.
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keywords, the size of integrity proof takes O(Q) + O(|Si |)
space. To reduce the size of integrity proof, we always choose
the smallest inverted index to be Si .
Given a set of inverted indices (one for each query keyword)
and search results, we ﬁrst sort inverted indices in the increasing number of elements and choose the smallest one to build
the integrity proof, because the proof size for any other index is
larger. When building nonmembership witnesses, we only need
to prove that a value (i.e., a document ID in this case) does not
appear in one of the other Q− 1 sets. Again, we choose the
smallest set that satisﬁes such a condition, because computing
nonmembership witnesses for a larger set is computationally
more expensive.

RSA accumulators. For each term, the owner needs to
build two accumulators, one for all tuples in the index and
the other for all document IDs in tuples. The reason for
the latter accumulator is that integrity proofs do not need
to include information on term weights, and constructing
proofs on document IDs can be cheaper. The owner can
compute the accumulator more efﬁciently than the cloud
(Section II-B3).
The data owner signs each component of the veriﬁable index
and uploads it to the cloud. After that, the owner may discard
local copy of the veriﬁable index. If needed, the owner requests
the cloud to return parts of the veriﬁable index (e.g., the
inverted index and accumulators for a keyword), and veriﬁes
the data with signatures. Because a set can be easily updated
with new elements and RSA accumulator supports dynamic
changes (Section II-D), the data owner can incrementally
update cloud data.
•

D. Optimizations
The basic version of veriﬁable index has a high time cost.
Figure 2 illustrates the results of a micro benchmark of witness
generation times, where the average of 200 different values is
reported. We can observe that the time for generating witnesses
is linear to the size of sets. For 20,000-element sets, both types
of witnesses require more than one second. Because a search
operation may involve multiple such large sets, the time for
generating proofs can easily become several seconds, which
is undesirable for an online service.
Another problem with the basic version is that the size of
integrity proof is unbounded and can consume a large amount
of space due to many check elements in Si \ S.
In the following, we discuss several optimizations for reducing these time and space costs.

C. Cloud Search
After an owner issues a signed search query, the cloud server
performs keyword search operations in the following steps:
• Look up veriﬁable index and ﬁnd each keyword’s index
data;
• Perform intersection of index data;
• Compute proof on the intersection results;
• Finally sign and return results and proofs to the owner.
The intersection of index data ﬁnds documents that contain
all query keywords. For instance, given two query keywords
qi and qj , the cloud ﬁrst retrieves their inverted indices, Ii and
Ij . Let Si and Sj denote the set of documents appear in Ii
and Ij , respectively. The cloud computes the set of documents
S = Si ∩ Sj that contain both terms.
Let Ri (or Rj ) denote the subset of tuples in Ii (or Ij )
containing documents of S. Ri and Rj together represent
the indexing results. The proof of indexing results includes
a correctness proof and an integrity proof. The correctness
proof of indexing results consists of membership witnesses
of tuples of all query keywords. For the above two keywords
example, the correctness proof includes: 1) Ri is a subset of
Ii ; and 2) Rj is a subset of Ij . Both are computed with the
subset witness given in Equation 4. In general, if the number of
search keywords is Q, then the correctness proof takes O(Q)
space, i.e., one for each keyword.
The integrity proof proves that no other tuples should be
included in the results. Note the integrity proof does not
care about weight w in tuples of inverted indices. Assuming
|Ii | ≤ |Ij | in the above example, the accumulator-based
integrity proof contains attestations that for all tuples in Ii \Ri ,
the corresponding document does not appear in Ij . Such a
proof contains three parts:
• the set Si \ S;
• the witness that Si \ S is a subset of Si ;
• the witness Si \ S does not contain elements in Sj .
In general, if the number of search keywords is Q, the
third part contains up to Q − 1 nonmembership witnesses.
I.e., we need to prove each element in Si \ S does not appear
in at least one of Q − 1 other sets. Thus for multiple query
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the witness generation times on a 2.9
GHz Intel Core i7 CPU.
1) Interval-based Witnesses for Large Sets: The idea of
interval-based witnesses is to split a large set into a number
of smaller sets and compute (non)membership witnesses for
these smaller ones. As illustrated in Figure 3, we ﬁrst sort
elements in a large set X and divides the set into smaller
sets (also called value intervals) Xi of ﬁxed size. Then we
compute the accumulator value bi for each smaller set Xi . c
is the accumulator value for the set B = {b1 , b2 , . . .} of middle
layer values. For each bi , we compute its membership witness
cbi of bi ∈ B. Note c can be considered as the accumulator
for the whole set X.
To compute a membership witness for a value v, we simply
ﬁnd the interval k containing v and calculate the membership
507
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In summary, the Bloom ﬁlter based integrity proof contains:
the Bloom ﬁlters B(X1 ) and B(X2 ) and their signatures,
• two check element sets C1 , C2 and their accumulated
membership witnesses w1 , w2 .
In the above integrity proof, signatures and witnesses
consume constant space. The size of Bloom ﬁlters can be
reduced with a compression algorithm [28]. Let the counting
Bloom ﬁlter have k hash functions with m counters. Let
k|X2 |
1|
l1 = k|X
be the loads of B(X1 ) and B(X2 )
m , l2 =
m
and let l be the maximum load allowed. Both the size z of
the compressed counting Bloom ﬁlters and the expected size
of C1 , C2 are bounded [22]:
•

bk

X2

Xk

Fig. 3: Interval-based witnesses are based on a tree structure.
Elements in a large set X are divided into a number of smaller
sets (or value intervals), e.g., Xk . bk is the accumulator of Xk .
c is the accumulator of the middle layer values.

z = mH(l),

witness ĉ within the small set Xk . Finally, tuple (ĉ, bk , cbk , c)
represents the proof of v in the X, and anyone can use ĉ and
bk to verify v is in Xk and use c and cbk to verify bk is part
of c. Because bk , cbk , and c are computed in advance, we only
need to calculate ĉ during the search, which can be quickly
obtained with a small size for Xk . Nonmembership proof for a
value can similarly computed and veriﬁed, where ĉ represents
a value pair.
Finally, we can easily extend the above single value witness
to multiple values. Given a set of values, we ﬁrst ﬁnd the
intervals containing these values. Then for each interval Xk ,
we compute the aggregated witness ĉ for values in this interval.
The proof for all values is a collection of tuples (ĉ, bk , cbk , c)
from each interval k.
2) Bloom Filters for Proof Size Reduction: To address the
problem of large integrity proof size, we employ counting
Bloom ﬁlters [27]. Given two sets X1 and X2 . The idea is
to construct two Bloom ﬁlters B(X1 ) and B(X2 ), and the
integrity proof contains these two Bloom ﬁlters together with
signiﬁcantly fewer check elements.
Assuming X = X1 ∩ X2 and hash functions can evenly
distribute elements in a range of {1, . . . , m}, elements in X1 \
X will be hashed to different values from those in X2 \X with
high probability. As a result, the element-by-element minimum
of B(X1 ) and B(X2 ), denoted as B̂, is a close approximation
of the Bloom ﬁlter B(X).
For each element j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, if we denote B(X)j
as the jth element of the Bloom ﬁlter for set X, then the
following condition holds:
B(X)j ≤ B̂j ,

E[|C1 |] ≤ m(1 − e

(10)

)l1 ≤ ml1 l2 ,

(11)

E[|C2 |] ≤ m(1 − e−l1 )l2 ≤ ml1 l2 ,

(12)

where H(l) is the entropy of a Poisson distribution with mean
l. The expected number of check elements, |C1 | = |C2 | =
ml1 l2 = k 2 |X1 ||X2 |/m, is minimized when k is one.
The client veriﬁes the integrity proof by checking:
• the correctness of Bloom ﬁlters with their signatures;
• set X, C1 , and C2 are disjoint;
• w1 and w2 proves C1 ⊂ X1 and C2 ⊂ X2 , respectively;
• for each j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that B(X)j < B̂j , there
are enough check elements satisfying Equation 8 and
Equation 9.
The idea of using Bloom ﬁlters for verifying set intersections was ﬁrst proposed in [22]. We note that this approach
can generate larger proof than the accumulator-based one if
the set X1 \ X is small. This paper leverages both approaches
for different cases and achieves smaller proof than each of
these two methods (Section V-B).
3) Pre-computing Prime Representatives: As discussed in
Section II-B3, we need to compute prime representatives [18],
[24] for inverted index data. This computation can be performed ofﬂine and we employ a pre-computing strategy that
computes and stores prime representatives for all inverted
indices. Our experiments in Section V-E show that this strategy
alone can save more than 92.6% of time for generating proofs.
4) Unknown Search Keywords: In the above construction,
we assume the inverted index contains all search keywords.
If a search keyword does not appear in the inverted index,
an empty result is returned together with a nonmembership
proof, specifying the word is not in the dictionary of all
known keywords. A possible solution is to use a Bloom
ﬁlter of all known keywords as the proof. However, we ﬁnd
that even the size of compressed Bloom ﬁlter [28] is in
the order of hundreds of kilobytes for a modest dictionary
containing 50,000 words, a high overhead for search results.
As we discussed previously, the simple accumulator-based
nonmembership witness requires time in the order of seconds
for a large dictionary.
To quickly generate small proofs for unknown search keywords, our solution is based on the membership witness
(Equation 2), where the witness proof is of constant size
and is computed ofﬂine. Let w1 , w2 , . . . , w|W | be the sorted
sequence of words in the dictionary. Instead of computing

(7)

because each element in X appears in both X1 and X2 . B̂j
denotes the jth element of the Bloom ﬁlter B̂.
In the above formula, if B(X)j = B̂j , then there must be
B(X)j elements in X that hashed to j. If B(X)j < B̂j , then
there must be a pair of sets (C1 , C2 ) that are subsets of X1 \X
and X2 \ X, respectively, satisfying the following conditions:
B(X)j + B(C1 )j = B(X1 )j ,
B(X)j + B(C2 )j = B(X2 )j .

−l2

(8)
(9)

That is, C1 , C2 contain the check elements that hash to j, too.
Due to hash functions, the number of check elements can be
signiﬁcantly smaller than X1 \ X or X2 \ X.
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party does not know φ(n) and has to perform large modular
exponentiation. If the cloud intentionally uses the wrong
inverted indices for the query, the owner can convince the
third party by asking the cloud to present the inverted indices
to the third party.
On the other hand, the owner cannot frame an honest cloud.
This is because the cloud signs its output and the owner
cannot change the content of search results and proofs. Also,
if the owner falsely claims that the cloud returns results for
irrelevant query keywords, the cloud can present the owner’s
signed query requests and signed inverted indices. The third
party can easily verify the correctness of results by performing
intersection on the inverted indices.

prime representatives of wi , we compute prime representatives
of the |W | + 1 intervals (wi , wi+1 ) for i = 0, . . . , |W | , where
w0 and w|W |+1 denote −∞ and +∞ , respectively. The proof
of nonmembership for a search keyword w ∈ (wi , wi+1 )
can equivalently be represented as the witness of membership
for interval (wi , wi+1 ) . Because prime representatives and
witnesses for all intervals can be computed beforehand, the
online search only needs to ﬁnd the interval and to retrieve the
corresponding constant-size witness, consuming O(log |W | )
time. Our evaluation in Section V-C shows that such a proof
can be found within one millisecond.
5) Single-keyword Query: If a user query only contains a
single keyword, the query result contains the whole inverted
index for the keyword, and the proof for the result can be
the owner’s signature of the index data. Because signatures
are faster to be generated and veriﬁed than accumulators, the
signatures of index data are used as fallback proofs for singlekeyword queries. Returning all inverted indices for multiplekeyword queries is undesirable, because many indices are
much larger than the search results.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION
HTTP Frontend

Index
Manager

E. Veriﬁcation of Search Results
The data owner veriﬁes the returned results with proofs.
Here we focus on the veriﬁcation of multi-keyword search
without unknown keywords. The veriﬁcation must pass all of
the following checks:
• Results and proofs are signed by the cloud;
• Tuples for each keyword must contain the same set of
document IDs (results);
• Tuples for each keyword represent a subset of the keyword’s inverted index (correctness proof);
• The integrity proof is valid (results and integrity proof):
– For accumulator-based integrity proof, the set of
document IDs in integrity proof is the complement
of indexing results, and nonmembership witnesses
of integrity proof are correct and cover all document
IDs in the integrity proof;
– For Bloom ﬁlter based integrity proof, the set of
document IDs in integrity proof is disjoint with
those of indexing results, and there are enough check
elements in the integrity proof.
After verifying the search results, the owner can perform
document ranking based on feature values in tuples of the results. Verifying server-side document ranking is an interesting
topic for future work.

Correctness
Proof
Generator

Integrity
Proof
Generator

Prime
Manager

Proof Manager

Inverted
Index

Prime
Rep. DB

Fig. 4: The architecture of veriﬁable search service.
We have implemented our approach on both Linux and
Mac OS X platforms. The prototype consists of approximately
11,000 lines of C++ code, including 4,000 lines of headers. We
use the Lemur toolkit [29] for an initial parsing of documents,
which removes stop words and performs stemming. We then
generate inverted index ﬁles based on Lemur index, and compute the values of RSA accumulators and prime representatives
for all index terms. We use the NTL library [30] for modular exponentiation, inverse computation and multiplication of
large integers. For compressed Bloom ﬁlters, we use a publicly
available arithmetic coding compressor [31].
Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of our veriﬁable online
search service. A client interacts with the service through an
HTTP frontend, which forwards the request to an index
manager and a prime manager. The index manager
retrieves data from the inverted index and constructs the query
result. The prime manager retrieves prime representatives
for the corresponding inverted index. Both the query result and
the prime representatives are fed into a proof manager for
generating correctness and integrity proofs. In the implementation, these managers run on different CPU cores for maximum
concurrency.
The prime manager is introduced to allow quick computation of proofs for indexing results, which accesses precomputed prime representatives. For large datasets, prime
representatives and accumulators need extensive computation.
We have implemented a parallel program to perform precomputing using MPI. For this task, the simple strategy of
balancing the number of index terms on each MPI process is

F. Proving to a Third Party
So far, we have discussed the owner’s veriﬁcation of cloud
indexing results. Now we describe how our scheme allows
both the data owner and the cloud to prove to a third party.
To prove a misbehaving cloud, the owner sends a search
result and its proof to a third party, who can verify the
signature made by the cloud and perform the same checks
as the owner as described in Section III-E. The difference is
that the third party’s veriﬁcation of correctness and integrity
proof is computationally more expensive, because the third
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not efﬁcient, because different terms can have a large variance
in the size of index data. As a result, we choose to balance the
number of index records for each MPI process, which results
in higher speedup.

are 185,910 unique terms and the average document
frequency is 140.6.
To search the Enron dataset, we use a public set of queries 3 .
In the experiments, we use a set of 24 queries to evaluate the
performance for generating and validating proofs. The number
of query keywords ranges from one to three: two singlekeyword queries, six three-keyword queries, and 16 twokeyword queries. Among these queries, two of them (one twokeyword and one three-keyword queries) contain unknown
search keywords.

V. E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our veriﬁable index by comparing the performance of the following schemes:
• Accumulator. This is the baseline scheme that builds
correctness proofs with aggregated membership witnesses
and constructs integrity proofs using the aggregated nonmembership witnesses.
• Bloom. This scheme [22] uses Bloom ﬁlters for constructing integrity proofs and employs aggregated membership witnesses for correctness proofs and check elements.
• Interval Accumulator. This scheme improves the
Accumulator scheme with interval-based aggregated
(non)membership witnesses as proofs for large sets.
• Hybrid. Our proposed method, based on the Interval
Accumulator scheme, builds integrity proofs as a
combination of aggregated nonmembership witnesses and
Bloom ﬁlters.
All these schemes use the same optimization for unknown
keyword and single keyword queries as discussed in Section III-D, and they all build correctness and integrity proofs
in parallel. Additionally, all schemes use prime manager
with pre-computed prime representatives.

B. Overall Results
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Fig. 5: Comparison of proof generation times for all schemes
on Intel Core i7.
1) Comparison of Proof Generation Times: We ﬁrst compare the performance of all schemes by varying the size of the
Enron dataset. Figure 5 illustrates the proof generation times of
all schemes, as well as the time for searching the index. Not
surprisingly, searching index is much faster than generating
proofs, only up to 0.022s. The proposed Hybrid scheme
performs the best with an average of 0.197s to produce proofs
for the whole 2601 MB Enron dataset, which is well enough
for online services. Interval Accumulator achieves the
second best, with an average of 0.300s for the whole Enron
dataset. Bloom and the baseline Accumulator perform
similarly, with an average of 1.78s for generating proofs for
the whole dataset.
The inferior performance of both Bloom and
Accumulator schemes are caused by generating witnesses
for large sets. For instance, one of query used in our
evaluation is “Rescheduling Mtg Mary”, which corresponds
to three inverted indices of size 41,269, 2,795, and 3,227,
respectively. These three words all appear in 31 documents.
Generating three membership witnesses for those large indices
takes a total of 5.6s. In contrast, our interval-based witnesses
only take 0.036s to compute. As a result, Interval
Accumulator and Hybrid schemes are up to 83.2% and
88.9% better than both Bloom and Accumulator.
The Hybrid scheme is better than Interval
Accumulator because of the use of Bloom ﬁlter

A. Settings and Datasets
Experiments were performed on a Linux cluster and a Mac
OS X 10.9.2 laptop. The Linux cluster consists of 15 machines
connected with Gigabit Ethernet, where each node has two
six-core Intel Xeon E5645 2.4 GHz CPU, 64 GB memory.
The laptop machine has an Intel Core i7 2.9 GHz CPU and
16 GB memory. Our RSA accumulator is based on 1024bit RSA modulo. Each document ID is represented by a 32bit integer and the inverted index contains TF weights of
terms, which are also 32-bit integers. For Bloom ﬁlters, the
optimal parameter of one hash function is chosen. We choose
100 as the ﬁxed set size for interval-based witnesses, as our
micro benchmark shows that (non)membership witnesses can
be computed within a few milliseconds. For all experiments,
the average number of 10 runs is reported.
We use two datasets in our evaluation. For both datasets,
we use the stop words list from Mallet [32], which consists
of 823 words.
1
• Enron email. This dataset
consists of 517,424 email
messages with a total size of more than 2.5 GB. There
are 1,672,898 unique terms with an average document
frequency of 144.1.
2
• 20-newsgroup. This dataset consists of 19,997 newsgroup documents with a total size of 90.5 MB. There
1 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼enron/
2 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/20newsgroups/

3 https://dbappserv.cis.upenn.edu/spell/
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based integrity proofs, which are faster to generate than
those sets with many check elements in the Interval
Accumulator scheme.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the average proof generation times of
ten unknown keywords.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of proof sizes for all schemes.

17.04 seconds for a 50,000-word dictionary on the Intel Xeon
CPU. The increasing of time is due to exponentiation of larger
exponent for bigger dictionaries. Because the server doesn’t
know the search keywords in advance, these nonmembership
witnesses have to be computed online.

2) Comparison of Proof Sizes: Figure 6 illustrates the
proof sizes of all schemes. Again, the proposed Hybrid
scheme performs the best. The Hybrid scheme consumes
less space than Bloom because for search results with few
check elements, aggregated witnesses are more space efﬁcient
than Bloom ﬁlters. The Accumulator scheme suffers from
unbounded check elements, thus consuming more space than
Bloom. Finally, the Interval Accumulator uses more
space than Accumulator due to interval-based witnesses.

600

Time (s)

400

TABLE I: The average proof veriﬁcation times (in seconds)
of all queries for the hybrid scheme on Core i7.
default
with prime

100MB
0.0083
0.0052

500MB
0.097
0.0015

1000MB
0.162
0.016

Accumulator (Enron)
Bloom (Enron)
Hybrid (Enron)
Accumulator (20NG)
Bloom (20NG)
Hybrid (20NG)
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300

200

100

2601MB
0.457
0.190

0
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3) Veriﬁcation Times: Table I illustrates the veriﬁcation
times for the Hybrid scheme are within 0.5s. Because the
current proof does not contain prime representatives for index
data, the client needs to compute these primes, resulting in
longer veriﬁcation time than proof generation. In comparison,
the table also shows the veriﬁcation times with these prime
representatives, which are indeed shorter than generating
proofs. For 500 MB data size, more interval-based proofs
are generated, consuming less time than 100 MB case. This
experiment shows a tradeoff between veriﬁcation time and
proof size, which we have not explored.

Fig. 8: Time to update accumulators when adding 2,000 new
documents on Intel Core i7.

D. Incremental Update to Inverted Indices
We study the time for updating accumulators when adding
2,000 new documents to existing inverted indices and Figure 8 illustrates the results. For all three approaches, the
time for updating accumulators remains almost constant with
respect to increasing number of existing documents. For the
Accumulator scheme, this is because updating accumulators only involves the newly added documents, which correspond to roughly the same number of tuples to be added. For
the Bloom scheme, updating Bloom ﬁlters is more efﬁcient
than the Accumulator scheme and most of the time is
for decompressing old Bloom ﬁlters and compressing the
new ones. The Hybrid scheme needs to update both RSA
accumulators and Bloom ﬁlters, thus requiring more time for
processing.

C. Study of Unknown Keyword Optimization
This experiment uses ten unknown keywords to compare the
generation times of nonmembership witnesses and intervalbased witnesses. Figure 7 illustrates that interval-based witnesses are about two orders of magnitude faster than nonmembership witnesses, using less than one millisecond for all
dictionary sizes. This is because we pre-compute witnesses for
all intervals and at search time we only need to ﬁnd the interval
containing the unknown keyword. In contrast, the time for nonmembership witness increases with dictionary size, requiring

E. Pre-computing
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TABLE II: The average times of computing primes for 24
queries on Core i7.
Time (s)

100MB
0.094

500MB
0.974

1000MB
3.961

Core i7 to produce proof for SHA-1 hash of a short string.
We take a different approach by generating proofs for set
intersections, where the keyword search computation has no
slowdown. As a result, the overhead for our approach is less
than 10X, orders of magnitude faster than Pinocchio. On the
other hand, veriﬁable computing offers a generic solution for
many different applications other than keyword search.
Braun et al. [35] point out that previous veriﬁable computing does not consider states and propose a system called
Pantry that includes a block store. Pantry supports a veriﬁable
database using CQL [36], which is a subset of SQL and does
not include keyword-based search.
To verify query results from outsourced databases, Sion [16]
introduced proofs for each executed batch of queries, providing probabilistic assurance that the queries were performed
correctly over their entire datasets. In contrast, our work
provides proof for each query and does not require the client
to possess segments of queried data. The veriﬁable database
introduced by Benabbas et al. [15] allows a client to query any
cell values in an outsourced database with proofs, but does not
support multi-keyword queries as in this paper.
Finally, Quin [37] delegates client computation to several
servers and guarantees a correct answer as long as a single
server is honest. In contrast, our veriﬁable index works with
a singer server.

2601MB
8.078

1) Effectiveness of Pre-computing: We calculate the average times of computing primes of all queries and the results
are shown in Table II. Because we use the pre-computing
strategy, this overhead for computing primes is saved for all
four schemes. For the proposed hybrid scheme, the saving of
proof time is 92.6-97.6%.
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B. Authenticated Data Structures

# of processes

There have been a number of studies on authenticating
membership queries based on different cryptographic assumptions. For instance, several authenticated data structures are
based on cryptographic hashing [17], [38], [39], with O(log n)
proof size. Based on the strong RSA assumption, a number of
approaches [18], [19] use RSA accumulators to achieve O(1)
proof size, which is extensively used in this paper.
Assuming the discrete logarithm problem is hard, zeroknowledge sets provide either membership or nonmembership
witnesses for a value [40]. Our veriﬁable index is based on the
aggregated witnesses, in contrast to individual witness of previous work [20], [40]. Proofs for set intersections using compressed Bloom ﬁlters and RSA accumulators were presented
in [22]. This work differs by using aggregated nonmembership
witnesses and interval-based witnesses. Additionally, we have
shown that it is more advantageous to use accumulators than
Bloom ﬁlters when the size of set difference is small. Verifying
set operations for bilinear-map accumulators was proposed
in [41]. Different from these studies, we use interval-based
witnesses to reduce proof time and evaluate keyword search
on real datasets.

Fig. 9: Speedup of pre-computing primes and accumulators for
both the Enron and the 20-newsgroup datasets on the Linux
cluster.
2) Speedup of Pre-computing: This experiment studies the
effectiveness of parallel computation of prime representatives
and accumulators. We compare term-based and record-based
load balancing strategies. As illustrated in Figure 9, the recordbased strategy achieves close to linear speedup with increasing
number of processes, because load is equally distributed on all
processes. In comparison, the speedup for term-based strategy
is signiﬁcantly lower for more than 16 processes. This is
because the number of records for different terms are skewed,
resulting in considerable load imbalance among processes.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
This section summarizes related work as follows.
A. Veriﬁable Computing
Veriﬁable computing was ﬁrst introduced in [33]. The idea
is for a computationally weak client to outsource computation
to a server, such that the server performs the computation of
a speciﬁed function F with given input, and outputs results
together with a correctness proof. Such a protocol works
by transforming F into a Boolean circuit and using fullyhomomorphic encryption (FHE) [34]. Veriﬁable computing
is still impractical despite many recent advances [5]–[9]. For
instance, Pinocchio [9] has 105 −106 X overhead for generating
proofs, and it takes Pinocchio 9.4ms on 2.67 GHz Intel

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have designed and implemented a hybrid approach for
quickly verifying cloud search results, where the owner may
outsource all the data without keeping local copies. Speciﬁcally, the cloud side search is modeled as set intersections. We
design aggregated (non)membership witnesses for sets based
on RSA accumulators, and use these witnesses to construct
proofs of set intersections. In order to reduce both proof
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generation time and proof size, we perform a number of
optimizations. Experimental results on real data demonstrate
that the proposed hybrid scheme generates proofs 83.2% faster
than previous Bloom ﬁlter approach with a smaller proof size,
and supports incremental updates with constant cost.
There are some future directions we plan to explore. This
work does not consider the privacy of index data, which
we believe can be enhanced with techniques from searchable
encryptions [42], [43]. We would also like to compare the
performance with another cryptographic system, i.e., bilinearmap accumulators [41].
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